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WELCOME . . .

to Durant Cricket and your guide
to our services and products
Durant Cricket manufactures and installs
Specialist Cricket Equipment including:
• Cricket ground equipment

• LED electronic cricket scoreboards

• Non turf pitches

• Indoor cricket surfaces

• Indoor cricket nets

Our aim is simple…
to supply and install quality products and services to cricket clubs and
schools at affordable prices.
Our products have been installed nationally and internationally and our ability
to deliver our whole product range gives clubs, schools and organisations one
point of contact for all their ground and indoor cricket requirements.

We design
Specialist cricket equipment for both indoors and out. From bespoke electronic
cricket scoreboards to indoor netting systems - we have the knowledge and
experience to make sure your project runs to budget and on time.
We install
Our team of installers are used to working with our specialist products and
can therefore guarantee a quality service. We have a history of on-time,
on-spec installations; please contact our sales office to find a site where any
of our products have been installed near you.
Please visit our websites for
further information on all our
products and for online
purchases where appropriate –
www.durantcricket.co.uk

Product Partners

Cricket Board Partners
CricketForce
NatWest CricketForce is a nationwide ECB initiative aimed at cricket clubs. The programme is
designed to bring clubs and local communities closer together, and ensure grounds and facilities
are ready for the new season.
Cricket Scotland
A preferred supplier of cricket ground equipment for Cricket Scotland and CS member clubs.
England County Board
Bedfordshire Cricket Board

Dorset Cricket Board

Gloucestershire Cricket Board

Lancashire League

Leicestershire Cricket League

Lincolnshire Cricket Board

Shropshire Cricket Board

Staffordshire Cricket Board

Wiltshire Cricket Board
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As part of the Durant Cricket Group, Geo Cricket Systems design and
install a range of non turf cricket pitch systems, for both outdoor and indoor
requirements.

Geo Cricket Non-Turf Surfaces
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Geo Cricket Indoor Surfaces
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Alternatively, you can contact us via email enquiries@durantcricket.co.uk –
or you can call us on 01572 822013.
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Electronic Cricket Scoreboards
Electronic Cricket Scoreboards specialises in
providing standard and custom made cricket
scoreboards. As part of the Durant Cricket group, our industry reputation
for service and quality cricket installations means that clubs can have one
point of contact for all their cricket scoreboard requirements.
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www.electroniccricketscoreboards.co.uk

Indoor / Outdoor Surfaces

28

Please feel free to contact us to discuss your requirements in more detail or,
if you prefer, we can organise a site visit to discuss your needs in person
for a no obligation quote.
www.geocricketsystems.co.uk
Follow us on social media via
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twitter.com/durantcricket
youtube.com/durantcricket
facebook.com/durant.cricket/
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MOBILE CRICKET COVERS
Our mobile covers are manufactured to order, comprising three lightweight units which are easy to put together so they are ready to use very quickly.

How are the covers made?
The covers come in two parts, the chassis and the cover tops. The chassis consists of 2mm folded steel and an arch support system is created from 25mm
tubing. This is galvanised to prevent rust. Ridge poles strengthen the structure and give more protection from the elements. Plastic moulded bungee fixings
offer more protection from the threat of rust.
The cover tops are made from 610 gsm heavyweight material with a welded flap for joining the two units. They can be supplied in green, white and blue
with a sponsor’s logo area available if required. If you want another colour, please ask!
What else is included?
Your set of covers comes with 75 metres of tricoflex hose and other spare parts and extra hoses are available from stock. Optional extras to give even
more protection such as bowlers’ run-up sheets and wicket protection are also available.A 10-year steel guarantee comes as standard and the tyres are
foam-filled to prevent against punctures.
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Product code: 7.31m MDC0001, 8m MDC002

7.31M OR 8M COVERS
Consists of 3 lightweight units 7.31m x 4m or 8m x 4m
• Each unit can easily be manoeuvred by 1 person.
• Chassis consists of 2 mm folded steel with a galvanised finish.
• 5 cross members per unit to create added strength to the structure.
• 25.4mm strong galvanised tubing is used to create an arch supports system.
• 2 pneumatic fixed wheels and 2 castor wheels both foam filled and punctureless.
• Gutters are 1 piece with 12 interchangeable water outlets.
• Galvanised finish to guard against rusting.
• Cover tops are made of 610 gsm heavyweight material.
• Welded flap to cover the join between the units.
• Supplied in green, white or blue covers.
• Sponsors logos can be incorporated if required.
• 75M of tricoflex hose is provided.
• Spare parts and extra hose are available from stock.
• 2 year parts and labour guarantee excluding missuse
• 10 year guarantee against steel corrosion.
• All parts bolt on bolt off for easy replacement.

Product code: MDC004

WICKET PROTECTION MATTING
Wicket protection matting to protect your square when a game is in play
• 20.12m x 1.82m
• Available in green or brown
• Complete with eyelets

Product code:
Brown WP0001
Green WP0002

SIDE SHEETS
Side sheets and bowlers run up sheets that can be attached to the mobile
covers to increase coverage. Options
• 2 x 10m x 3.66m bowlers run up sheets MDC003
• 2 x 25m x 3.66m side sheets MDC004

SPARE PARTS
Replacement Covers, Wheels, Hoses, Hose Connectors, Bungee, Bungee Clips,
Poles and Clamps. See inside back cover for more details.

• Covers are green in colour with hem re-enforcement, eyelets, pulling handles
and weighing 150gsm.
• Supplied with hardware to allow easy fixing, prevents water runoff by fitting
underneath the gutter.
• Great water removing system when used in conjunction with the Bowdry

RUN BUND
Newly designed and manufactured for the season, the Durant Cricket Bund
prevents unwanted water getting onto the pitch.
As well as protecting the wicket, the Run Bund also enables you to keep
watering your square, and can help prevent disease by reducing the need
to use large flat sheets.
The Run Bund consists of a series of galvanized steel strips 8 feet long and
75mm high that are simply joined together and tapped into the ground
alongside your pitch.
This protects water from getting underneath covers and also makes it easy
to keep watering the square without affecting the wicket.
Additional strips as well as four feet strips are also available so the Run
Bund can be used on any pitch, even those with undulations and dips.
Product code: RB0001

There are nine strips in a kit which offer 21 metres of coverage, allowing
the bowlers’ run-ups to also be protected and you can purchase additional
strips as you require them.
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Product code: MDC025

PITCH TRANSFORMER MODULE
This brand new unique cricket ground equipment product, the Cricket Pitch Transformer Module, has been designed as a multifunctional module and can
be used as a cover. It can also be used for the germination of grass seeds and for 24/7 pitch drying; which will alleviate some of the issues groundsmen
have pre and early season to achieve their goal of hard dry pitches for the start of the season. It has a patent pending and is already creating interest
amongst first class counties, premier league clubs and schools in the UK.

UNIQUE FEATURES
• Patent Pending
• Strong UPVC material with welded seams
• Easily inflated and Manoeuvrable (on or off
the square)
• Easily stored when deflated
• Detachable translucent panel sections –
allowing for UV penetration
• Dehumidifier and soil probe supplied
• Side sheet covers for water run off supplied
• For Hire or Purchase
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FLAT SHEETS
5 sizes of semi translucent flat sheet cricket covers in 2 different weights to provide a solution for every clubs flat sheet requirements

Product code:
County 200gsm
25mx4m FSC001
25mx8m FSC002
25mx12m FSC003
25mx16m FSC004
Bowlers FSC005

Product code:
3.66m x 5m GS0001
3.66m x 23m GS0002

Test 350gsm
25mx4m FSC006
25mx8m FSC007
25mx12m FSC008
25mx16m FSC009
Bowlers FSC010

COUNTY 200GSM

TEST 350GSM SHEETS

• Wicket 25m x 4m

• Wicket 25m x 4m

• Wicket 25m x 8m

• Wicket 25m x 8m

• Wicket 25m x 12m

• Wicket 25m x 12m

• Wicket 25m x 16m

• Wicket 25m x 16m

Bowlers run up sheets

Bowlers run up sheets

• 2 x 12.5m x 4m

• 2 x 12.5m x 4m

WICKET PROTECTION MATTING
Wicket protection matting to protect your square when a game is in play
20.12m x 1.82m.
• Available in green or brown.
• Complete with eyelets.

GERMINATION SHEET
Durant Cricket offers two styles of germination sheet
• 3.66m x 5m (With Webbing & Eyelets)
• 3.66m x 23m (With Webbing & Eyelets)

Product code: Brown WP0001, Green WP0002

FLAT SHEET TRANSPORTATION TROLLEY
Our flat sheet transportation trolley is ideal for moving all sheets around the
ground. Made from 50mm X 50mm box section steel which is fully galvanized
so it’s built to last outdoors all year round!
• 2 x swivel puncture-proof foam filled wheels.
• 2 x fixed puncture-proof foam filled wheels.
• Solid plywood deck.
Product code: FSC011

• In stock ready for immediate dispatch
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Product code: BNS000

cture with 2 bays

BESPOKE NETTING SYSTEM
Wire lock fixed to
either end of bay to
stop movement

NET FACILITY

Webbing support
sewn to top of netting

Steel Fence
Drain
1

Steel Wire

180x100 Galvanised
steel post

Durant Cricket has designed a netting system that
allows complete flexibility in use of pitches and
improved safety with no uprights in play

Dog Clips attached
wire to webbing
support at 300mm
centres

Netting

2

180x100 Galvanised
steel post

For Netting Details
please see netting
drawing DC-GN-BG2

• Fully enclosed tunnel netting systems in high
quality knotted netting

3
4"

Ratchet with
Torque wrench drive

1
Moving netting
system

Bowling Crease

2

Popping Crease

3

3

4

4

5

5

6

6

Hedge

Hook Welded on to post

Moving netting
system

• 3.6m wide bays 4m high and 24m long as
standard

Wire sewn into bottom
of netting, 500mm
spare at each end

• Other width and lengths available

Ground Level

• Steel uprights sunk in to concrete allow the
wires to be tensioned across play

Concrete to
Engineers details
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7

Ground Level

Concrete to
Engineers details

8

Popping Crease

8

Bowling Crease
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• Unique torque winch allows tension to be
consistent across all bays

1:20 Ratchet Post Section

9

1:20 Hook Post Section
1:100 Plan of Structure setting out

• Net locking system allows nets to be secured
from ground level with no need for ropes

Overall Structure with 2 netting systems attached

• Full design and installation service available

50mm webbing sewn into netting
Metal hoops sewn in at 300mm Centres.
Dog clips connect to hoops.
50mm x 50mm netting

Wire Net stops fitted each
end with dog clip hooks
every 300mm

Top Plan

400mm drop of
netting at bowlers end

Side

Wire sewn into bottom of netting 500mm spare at each end

Front

Section

Side

Front

hook welded to box
section for dog clip

hook welded to box
section for dog clip

hook welded to box
section for dog clip

8mm wire

8mm wire

Box Section

8mm wire

Box Section

Box Section

Dog clip

Dog clip

Dog clip
M12 Eye Bolt

M12 Eye Bolt

M12 nut welded
to box section

M12 nut welded
to box section

M12 Eye Bolt

Winding Tool

Winding Tool

Winding Tool
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BOLA BOWLING MACHINES
Durant Cricket is an official distributor of Bola bowling machine products and as such offers the following range of cricket bowling machines to suit all
budgets and applications.

Product code: BM0001

BOLA PRO MAINS OPERATED BM0001
• Fully Enclosed Cricket Bowling Machine.
• Concave profile moulded urethane ball delivery wheels.
• Microprocessor based digital speed control with membrane switch panel.

Product code: BM0003

• Adjustable speed in increments between 15 and 95 mph.
• Spin, swing and pace bowling with 19 spin and swing settings.
• Electronic random variation facility with solid state electronic wheel braking.
• Ball joint complimented by vernier screw adjustment for precision line and length.
• BOLA Power Pack from 230v mains (or 110v if specified)

JUNIOR BOLA BM0003
The Bola Junior Bowling Machine Package includes the following – Bola Junior
Bowling Machine, Ball Feeder, Battery, Battery Charger and 12 Balls
• Tried and tested BOLA technology at entry level price

BOLA PRO 12V BATTERY OPERATED BM0002
As above with operation from 12 volt battery. (Battery and Charger not included)

• Designed to enable juniors to practice as seniors can
• Two ball throwing wheels for realistic bounce & spin
• Light (8kg), easy to carry
• Quick to set up

AUTOMATIC FEEDER BM0004
An automatic ball feeder to fit all BOLA Bowling Machines.
• Fitted in less than 2 minutes.
• Feeds a ball into the machine every 7 or 11 seconds (as selected).
• Optional remote control on/off switch allows interruption of the sequence
when required.
• Warning lights indicate release of ball. The ball feeder offers a unique solo
batting practice facility or the option to coach from any position.

BOLA COMPACT STAND BM0006
A compact BOLA machine stand on 4 casters
(needs a flat surface to stand on). Designed for
smaller storage spaces with a reduced footprint
(900mm x 1000mm). Movable height machine
bracket for adjustment of ball delivery height –
4 bolts and wing-nuts. Operator protection for
lower body. Easy and quick to move and set
up. Will accommodate all BOLA Bowling
Machines and Auto Feeders.

Product code: BM0008

BM0010

BM0012

BALLS BM0008, BAG BM0010 AND STUMPS BM0012
Polyurethane practice balls in red or yellow with soft case to protect bats
from damage.
• Dimpled like a golf ball for stable flight
• These give the best accuracy and realistic bounce.
• Yellow balls for better visibility indoors.
• Red for realism.

BOLA STAND WITH WHEELS BM0007
Accepts any BOLA machine with no
modification required. It enables the machine to
be easily wheeled around without dismantling
and so maximizes the time in use. It provides the
Machine operator with a safe and stable position.

• Available in packs of 12 only

ORANGE 3OZ PRACTICE BALL
The composition of the Hi-Viz ball has been specially developed to make the
ball a little firmer and give extra bounce.
The ball is most accurate in use and holds its shape better to make the bounce
more realistic.

BATTERY AND CHARGER BM0009
A leisure battery for use with all BOLA machines.
• Fitted with a carrying handle for portability.
• Designed to be run flat and recharged as necessary
(unlike automotive batteries).
• Give between 2 and 6 hours between recharges.
• Charge from 12 volt car charger or BOLA Power Pack.
• Multi stage 12v battery charger

STORAGE BAG BM0010
The BOLA Practice Ball Bag is the perfect accessory for collecting and storing
your practice balls

SUPA TUF STUMPS BM0012
Universal flexi stumps
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Product code:
PRO CAGE 7.12M MC0001
PRO CAGE 10.62M MC0002

MOBILE CRICKET CAGES
Excellent strength and manoeuvrability are two of the outstanding features of the Durant Pro Mobile cricket cage, making it a unique, quality cage.
It is designed with the needs of clubs and schools in mind because every club and school has to be able to practice outdoors, whether on artificial or grass
surfaces, and it is easy to install, maintain and move the Durant Pro Mobile cage.
Design features
Built with quality at the forefront, the box section cage is designed and manufactured from a rectangular box section with a hot dip galvanised finish.
Included is a pulling bar – making the cage easy to move – and a 10-year steel guarantee is provided as standard. The pulling bar ensures the cage can
be easily pulled into position by one person and a recent redesign makes it even easier to install than previously. There are no complicated installation
processes to follow.
Four or six swivel puncture-proof foam-fill wheels and two fixed wheels are provided which allow easy movement when combined with the pull bar.
A piece of black knotted 2.5mm net is also included, meaning the package provides for your club’s complete net requirements.
Options
The Pro Mobile cricket cage comes in two sizes, giving more choice and flexibility depending on your requirements.
Options are 7.12m long by 3m high by 3.66m wide or 10.66m long by 3m high by 3.66m wide.
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PRO MOBILE CRICKET CAGE 7.12M AND 10.66M
Quality cricket cage excellent strength and manoeuvrability.
• Box section cage is designed and manufactured with quality in mind.
• No lifting or pulling device needed saving on cost and hassle.
• Manufactured from rectangular box section with a hot dip galvanized finish.
• The design includes a pulling bar.
• A pulling bar and 4 or 6 swivel wheels and 2 fixed wheels foam filled and
puncture-less to allow ease of movement over the outfield.
• A one piece black knotted 2.5mm net.

COUNTY CRICKET NET SYSTEM
FEATURES
• Bay configurations can be made up of 6m sections in length, with bays
designed to be 4m wide.
• 50mm square mesh netting complete with interval sleeves which can be
easily installed onto uprights.
• Turf screw ground sockets are included.

Product code: CRK000
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4.5 M HIGH X 4 M WIDE
• 40mm x 40mm box section frame with a heavy duty channel base.
• 3.2m out rigger.
• 4 x 16” steel centre solid rubber tyres.
• 2 x full length bracing bars.
• Low maintenance galv finish.
• Black lattes available to accommodate the white ball game.
• Lattes can be removed to prevent wind damage and vandalism.

Product code: SS0001

SIGHT SCREENS
Durant Cricket have a wide range of sightscreens with options to suit every club or school; we aim to provide clubs and schools with the best possible
solution for their needs.
The Durant Cricket standard polypropylene sightscreens are made from galvanised metal and the frames are 4.5m high and you can choose from either a
4m or 5m wide screen. Overlaps are also available, so you can put more than one together with no gap in the middle.
More and more clubs and schools are going for this option as it cuts down on the time involved in swapping the one sight screen over after each ball for
the bowler to bowl around and over the wicket! One other key feature of the Durant Cricket polypropylene sightscreens is that the lattes are removable.
They can be taken out and changed to white or black, depending on whether you are using a white or red ball, and they can also be taken out to prevent
the structure blowing over in windy weather.
With the wind representing one of the biggest challenges when it comes to sightscreens Durant Cricket has also developed a mesh sight screen which allows
the wind to blow through. Newly designed the sightscreens are now incorporating 16” wheels and longer hinged bracing bars to add strength and durability
(10 year steel guarantee as standard) and all sightscreens are available with either a black lattes or a black mesh to accommodate the white ball game.
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Product code: SS0002

Product code: SS0004

4.5 M HIGH X 5.040 M WIDE

MESH ROLLER 4M X 4M

• 40mm x 40mm box section frame with a heavy duty channel base.

• 40mm x 40mm box section frame.

• 3.2m out riggers.

• Heavy duty channel base.

• 4 x 16” steel centre solid rubber tyres.

• 3m out riggers.

• 2 x full length bracing bars.

• 4 x 16” steel centre solid rubber tyres.

• Low maintenance galv finish.

• 4 x full length bracing bars.

• Black lattes available to accommodate the white ball game

• Can incorporate a white or black roller.

• Lattes can be removed to prevent wind damage and vandalism.

• Driven by a galvanised barrel with gearbox assembly.

Product code: SS0005
Product code: SS0003

MESH SIGHT SCREENS 2M HIGH X 7.35M LONG
8M SIGHT SCREEN (TWO 4M X 4.5 M SIGHT SCREENS)
• Two 4m sight screens create an 8m wide screen so the bowler can operate
from over and around.

• Mesh comes with hemmed edges and eyelets for fixing
• In stock ready for dispatch
• Mesh Sight Screens for Practice nets

• 40mm x 40mm box section frame with a heavy duty channel base.
• 3.2m out rigger.
• 4 x 16” steel centre solid rubber tyres.
• 2 x full length bracing bars.
• Low maintenance galv finish.
• Black lattes available to accommodate the white ball game.
• Lattes can be removed to prevent wind damage and vandalism.

Product code: SS0007

Product code: SS0006

MESH MATERIAL

POLES AND SCREENS 3.05M HIGH X 6.10M WIDE

• Excellent material for clubs that make there own sight screens.

• Made from white vinyl.

• Hemmed and eyeleted

• Complete with 3 wooden poles guy ropes and runners.

• Made up to any size
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CUSTOM SCOREBOARDS
Here at Durant Cricket we have a wide range of different electronic scoreboards supplied by ECS. Electric scoreboards are great at any sporting event;
it allows spectators to see the score and stats clearly.
Having an electronic scoreboard eliminates the need to manually change the scores by hand all you need to do is simply input it and it will show up on the
board. Not only is it simpler to use but having an electronic scoreboard looks more stylish and pleasing for spectators.

A lot of clubs and schools are now looking for an electronic scoreboard solution for their grounds and cricket playing venues. Durant Cricket are experts in
installing both bespoke and standard electronic scoreboards and have successfully installed them at clubs and schools all over the UK and Ireland.

Product code: DC0000
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DESIGN AND BUILD
We provide a full design and build service of existing score boxes and can
also supply and install steel framed wooden clad structures as an alternative to
the above boxed models.
We have carried out numerous installations on all shapes and sizes of box
please contact us to view a scoreboard installation near you.
• Free survey and scale drawing of agreed layout.
• Choice of information.
• Made to any size.

THE WORK INVOLVES
• Removal of existing fascia and supportive woodwork.
• Fitting of new supportive woodwork.
• Fit new fascia using black multi wall ply board.
• Fit components to agreed drawing.
• Cut scorers hatch if required.
• Supply basic training.
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STANDARD SCOREBOARDS
Durant Cricket offer a range of standard scoreboard designs through our specialist scoreboard division ECS, incorporating various information required at
every level of the game from village cricket to first class cricket.

DC 9
9 Digit Scoreboard view-able from 183 meters. This is an ideal cricket
scoreboard for displaying basic information during a cricket match.
• Height: 1.5m
• Width: 1.5m
• Depth: 10cm
• Controlled up to 250m wirelessly
Product code: DC0009

DC 15
This mid-sized scoreboard allows all key information to be displayed and it can
be operated wirelessly from up to a distance of 250m.
• Height: 1.2m
• Width: 2.5m
• Depth: 10cm
• Controlled up to 250m wirelessly
Product code: DC0015

DC 19
Building on from the DC15 we have our DC19 model which has the same
information as the DC15 but with the addition of batsmen’s ID’s using a slightly
smaller digit.
• Height: 1.33m
• Width: 2.25m
• Depth: 10cm
• Controlled up to 250m wirelessly
Product code: DC0019
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DC 22
Building on the DC19 is the DC22. The DC22 also has the Batsman’s ID’s but
in the 12″ digit apposed to the 10″ digit used on the DC 19. The DC22 has
the addition of Last Man or Last wicket. This scoreboard is a superior mid-size
display for both spectators and players.
• Height: 1.5m
• Width: 2.2m
• Depth: 10cm
• Controlled up to 250m wirelessly
Product code: DC0022

DC 28
Building on the DC22 is the DC28. The DC28 has an extra six digits and
includes a choice of Last Wicket, Runs Required and Duckworth Lewis.
This scoreboard is a superior mid-size display for both spectators and players.
• Height: 1.8m
• Width: 2.7m
• Depth: 10cm
• Controlled up to 250m wirelessly

REPEATER
SCOREBOARD
LED repeater scoreboard
ideal for use in the clubhouse
or bar area. Repeater boards
receive the transmissions from
the console to work in
tandem with the main
scoreboard. Suitable for
indoor or outdoor use.
Product code: DC0001

Product code: DC0028

TROLLEY MOUNTED SCOREBOARDS
Trolley’s allow the board to be safely stored to guard against vandalism.
• A range of trolleys are available to allow the cricket scoreboard to be
moved at the end of play
• Use on more than one ground
• Ideal for school and club use
• Scoreboard in image not included
Product code: DCT001

SECURITY
SHUTTERS
We offer a range of roller shutters for the security
of your scoreboard.
The shutters cater for all requirements and offer
varying levels of resistance, insulation and finish.
All are supplied and installed to your
specification by our qualified team of fitters.
The customer service does not stop after
installation. Full maintenance and repair support
is available.
Product code: DC0002
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MANUAL SCOREBOARDS

The Clever Score Cricket Scoreboard range out perform all other manual
scoreboard systems.
Clever Score Modules are easy to read and are changeable in an instant
through their simple and revolutionary self-locating design. Made from
lightweight, durable and fade resistant ABS plastic our Modules are long
lasting, hard wearing units that require no maintenance and are suitable for
both indoor and outdoor use.
Clever Score Modules are attached to a space age alloy composite product
which offers strength and incredible low weight benefits (75% lighter than
traditional plywood. They come in a range of standard designs or we can
custom design your scoreboard to suit your requirements.
Product code: MS0003

CUSTOM MADE MANUAL SCOREBOARD
We provide a full design and build service for custom manual scoreboards or
we can supply manual digits and lettering for you to make your own or update
your current scoreboard.
Digit size is 160mm wide X 290mm high and visible from 250m
Digits sold as singles so you can have as little or as much as you want
Signage all in stock. Custom lettering also available

Product code: MS0001

CLUB CRICKET SCOREBOARD
Lightweight portable and easily used cricket Scoreboard featuring Total,
Wickets and Overs. Displays all the essential information required. Visible at
over 250 meters. Weighs only 6kgs! In black and white or black and gold with
Lifetime Warranty on all components!

MANUAL DIGITS YELLOW MS0004, WHITE MS0005

• The Club Scoreboard is 960mm wide X 700mm high

Digit size is 160mm wide X 290mm high and visible from 250m

• Digit size is 160mm wide X 290mm high and visible from 250m

• Available in yellow and white

Product code: MS0002

STAND UP CRICKET SCOREBOARD

SCOREBOARD SIGNS

The lightweight design again allows easy portability and storage… self
standing lightweight A frame scoreboard.

We supply signs for scoreboards whether you’re refreshing your current scoreboard
or making a new one with our manual digits. We use these sign boards on our
custom built scoreboards. The signs are made up by an exterior grade white vinyl
on a black aluminium dialite board so these signs are made to last. The lettering is
all 220mm high and various lengths depending on the word. All in stock ready for
immediate dispatch, we can also make custom lettering to order.

• Features Total, Wickets, Overs and 1st Innings score.
• Visible at over 250 meters.
• Weighs only 11kgs!
• 4 tabs with eyelets to peg down
• The Stand Up Scoreboard is 1080mm wide X 790mm high
• Digit size is 160mm wide X 290mm high and visible from 250m
A great club scoreboard to have and use. Inferior scoreboards like this sell
elsewhere for well over £500. In black and white with a lifetime warranty on
all components!
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Product code:
MS0006 WKTS
MS0007 OVERS
MS0008 BAT
MS0009 1ST INNS
MS0010 LAST MAN

MS0011
MS0012
MS0013
MS0014
MS0015

LAST WKTS
RUNS REQ
FOR
HOME
AWAY

MS0016
MS0017
MS0018
MS0019
MS0020

BAT NO
BOWLER
D/L
OVS REM
TARGET

OUTDOOR ACCESSORIES
CHOOSE A PAVILION CLOCK DESIGN FOR YOUR CLUB
You can view a selection of different clock styles that we have produced in the
gallery on our website www.durantcricket.co.uk. You might find them useful for
ideas or to see what we can do for you.
Feel free to contact us if you have specific requirements or would like more
information as we are happy to offer help and advice. We are confident that
the stylish clocks that we manufacture will hit you for six.
• 700mm , 920mm , 1000mm (mains power only)
• personalize with a logo
• illumination
• upgrade your clock to mains power
• upgrade your clock to solar power Up to three weeks turnaround on
delivery of all clocks

Product code: PC0001

BOUNDARY ROPE
Top quality cricket boundary rope 2 x 220m coils will go around a
standard cricket pitch

BOUNDARY ROPE WINDER

Available in four sizes – 20mm, 24mm, 28mm and 32mm

Ideal for neat storage of your rope throughout the season and over the winter period

• Plaited eight strand construction with PVC covered eyes

• Holds two 220m coil ropes

• Made from Polypropelene
• Available in 220m coils
• Ready for immediate dispatch

Product code:
20MM BR0001
24MM BR0002
28MM BR0003
32MM BR0004

Product code: BR0005

BOOT WIPERS

Standard, Premier & Multi Boot Wiper
STANDARD BOOT WIPER BWP001
Freestanding boot wiper for single person use. The Durant
Cricket Standard Boot Wiper is designed for use pitchside,
outside communal changing areas or the teeing area of the
golf course.
PREMIER FREESTANDING BOOT WIPER BWP011
Complete with two freestanding plates and fixings.
Overall dimensions are 1m high x 1.13m wide x 0.16m deep.

Standard

Premier

Multi

MULTI BOOT WIPER BWP003/4/5/6
The Durant Cricket Multi Boot Wiper is available as a 1, 2,
3 or 4 person station. Designed to be concreted straight in
to the ground.
• Please note the brushes are a consumable item and will
wear over time
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STEEL BUILDINGS
6M WIDE X 10M X 3M TO GUTTER HEIGHT SB0002
• Robust and secure steel portal frame building
• 1 manually operated Roller-shutter door (juniper green) 2.44m wide x
2.135m clearance height
• 1 Matt Grey secure 10-point locking steel PA door
• Juniper Green plastisol coated steel roof sheets with anti-condensation
treatment on the underside
• Juniper Green plastisol coated wall sheets
• Rainwater goods, guttering and downpipes

Product code: SB0001

6M WIDE X 6M LONG X 3M TO GUTTER HEIGHT
• Robust and secure steel portal frame building
• 1 Manually operated Roller-shutter door (juniper green) 2.44m wide x
2.135m clearance height
• 1 Matt Grey secure 10-point locking steel PA door
• Juniper Green plastisol coated steel roof sheets with anti-condensation
treatment on the underside

Product code: SB0004

• Juniper Green plastisol coated wall sheets

6M WIDE X 10M X 3M WITH SCORER’S ENCLOSURE

• Rainwater goods, guttering and downpipes

• Robust and secure steel portal frame building

6M X 12M X 3M TO GUTTER HEIGHT SB0003
• Robust and secure steel portal frame building
• 1 manually operated Roller-shutter door (juniper green) 2.44m wide x
2.135m clearance height

• 1 manually operated Roller-shutter door (juniper green) 2.44m wide x
3.00m clearance height
• 1 Matt Grey secure 10-point locking steel PA door
• Juniper Green plastisol coated steel roof sheets with anti-condensation
treatment on the underside
• Juniper Green plastisol coated wall sheets

• 1 Matt Grey secure 10-point locking steel PA door

• Internal partition steel framework and single skin cladding

• Juniper Green plastisol coated steel roof sheets with anti-condensation
treatment on the underside

• White upvc double glazed window with one opener.
• Rainwater goods, guttering and downpipes

• Juniper Green plastisol coated wall Sheets
• Rainwater goods, guttering and downpipes.

Product code: SB0005
Product code: SB0006

6M X 12M X 3M WITH SCORER’S ENCLOSURE
• Robust and secure steel portal frame building
• 1 manually operated Roller-shutter door (juniper green) 2.44m wide x
3.00m clearance height
• 1 Matt Grey secure 10-point locking steel PA door
• Juniper Green plastisol coated steel roof sheets with anti-condensation
treatment on the underside
• Juniper Green plastisol coated wall sheets
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8M WIDE X 12M X 3.6M TO GUTTER HEIGHT
• Robust and secure steel portal frame building
• 1 manually operated Roller-shutter door (juniper green) 2.44m wide x
3.00m clearance height
• 1 Matt Grey secure 10-point locking steel PA door

• Internal partition steel framework and single skin cladding

• Juniper Green plastisol coated steel roof sheets with anti-condensation
treatment on the underside

• White upvc double glazed window with one opener.

• Juniper Green plastisol coated wall sheets

• Rainwater goods, guttering and downpipes

• Rainwater goods, guttering and downpipes

DURALOCK FENCING
Duralock fencing is renowned for its strength and durability; it is ideal
for the varied uses that all sports clubs and schools might have - the
PVC-u construction withstands heavy use without cracking or breaking,
whilst the built-in UV protection means that it won’t peel in the sun.
The Strong PVC-u formulation (with impact modifiers) provides
incredible strength.

DURALOCK FENCING AT EDGBASTON
• Duralock has durable Ultraviolet inhibitors that protect the PVC-u from the sun.
• Duralock fencing will not warp, split, peel or splinter.
• Duralock is Safe - the smooth rounded surfaces and concealed fixings of the
system make Duralock fencing exceptionally safe.
• Duralock’s patented, award-winning design makes it simple to install.
• Duralock is maintenance-free once installed - no nails, painting, rotting posts
and cribbed rails

Product code:
DURALOCK FENCING DF0001
PICKET 2 RAIL FENCE 2M LENGTHS X 750MM HIGH DF0002
PICKET 2 RAIL FENCE 2M LENGTHS X 900MM HIGH DF0003
PICKET GATE DF0004
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GROUNDSMAN TOOLS

Product code: CM0001

CREASE MARKING FRAME
• Foldaway model in powder coated white finish steel
Product code: BD0004

• Conforms to MCC dimensions and layout specifications
• In stock ready for immediate dispatch

AEROSOLS
BOUNDARY MARKING BM0001

For absolute simplicity, the Durant Thumbgun offers a neat, balanced portable
solution for quick, controlled aerosol marking ideal for use with our crease
marking frame.

• Front wheel marking

Box of six 750ml white aerosols for use with the Durant Thumbgun

• Removable tank for cleaning
• 18 litre capacity
• 300mm rubber tyres
• 75mm wide marking wheel.

WHITENER
BM0002
20 litre tub of
whitener.

Product code: BD0001

BD0002

BD0003

BALL STOP NETTING

BOWDRY BD0001

Aluminium Socketed Ball Stop

Durant Cricket is now offering the Bowdry water remover. Bowdry is a
revolutionary ground drying machine, designed specifically to efficiently and
effectively remove standing water from any surface. The Bowdry is ideal for
using on your cricket pitch or sports ground.

This ball stop system is ideal for grounds where the posts need to be erected
and taken down regularly. The aluminium posts weigh between 15kgs & 20kgs
and simply drop into the 1m deep sockets.
 Standard heights available: 3m, 4m, 5m and 6m

 Posts manufactured from 80mm OD x 3mm thick reinforced aluminium

 Posts feature a pulley, cleat and hauling rope system, allowing the netting to
be raised and lowered
 Pulley feature makes net installation easy to carry out and can prolong the
netting’s lifespan
 Posts go 1m deep into 88.9mm OD steel sockets

 Posts and bases are powder coated green(other colours are available upon request)
 Ball stop netting and ground pegs are sold separately

3m High Post & Socket (Each) ALPST/3M - Product code BSN001
4m High Post & Socket (Each) ALPST/4M - Product code BSN002
5m High Post & Socket (Each) ALPST/5M - Product code BSN003

Having been awarded Millennium Product status by the British Design Council,
Bowdry offers a light, strong, cost effective solution that ensures sporting fixtures
continue when under normal conditions, standing water would prevent play.
Bowdry incorporates a four wheel chassis that evenly distributes the weight,
ensuring effective water removal is achieved even on the finest turf.
• Collects up to 60 liters of water per minute.
• Lightweight and exceptionally easy to use.
• Incorporates a durable foam roller that absorbs water and doesn’t damage
the turf.
• Integrated storage tank that collects excess water and is emptied via a valve
located on the side panel.
• Delivered ready for use, simply unpack, slide on the handle and go.

6m High Post & Socket (Each) ALPST/6M - Product code BSN004
Perimeter Net and Post Kit - Ball Stop Netting – Low Level
• Heavy duty 1m high 40mm sq. mesh,
Dark Green knotless netting

STORAGE BAG BD0003
Made from tough, heavy duty vinyl.

• Sturdy 800mm high poly posts

all-round zip and carry handles.

• Ideal cricket square perimeter protection

Ideal for protecting against accidental foam tear, both during the off-season
and when in regular use.

• Ball stop kit for hedgerows
• Easily assembled or dismantled
• Four standard lengths from stock

The fully closed zip-top keeps the machine clean & is also shower proof, whilst
the handles allow the machine to be stored over-head.

• Other sizes available on request
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25m long 900mm out of the ground
- Product code BSN009

BOWDRY REPLACEMENT FOAM AND ADHESIVE PACK

50m long 900mm out of the ground
- Product code BSN010

Rather than replacing the foam yourself send us the drum with the tired foam
on and we will send you a new drum with the foam already attached.

HAND TOOLS
AERDRAIN FORK HT0001

TRULUTE HT0002

Simple but effective aeration fork with
interchangeable tines for year round use.

Reversible levelling grid with different profiles for use on turf, shale
and gravel surfaces. One side has smooth edges for spreading top
dressing and levelling whilst the other side has sharp edges for
working in top dressings and levelling back high spots. Folding
handle for ease of transportation and storage. Working width:
600mm (24")

BRAY HAND TOOLS HT0003
Ideal for overseeding and aerating small areas on
bowling greens, tennis courts, golf greens, tees
and ornamental lawns.

TRUSPRED HT0004
A versatile hand operated spreader and top dresser for the accurate even
application of grass seed or top dressing material.
Particularly useful for applying top dressing to small
areas such as cricket squares, bowling greens, golf
greens and tees and lawns.
Working width: 900mm (36")
Unique Featur es:
• Simple to set spreading rates
• Ribbed rubber conveyor belt for accurate
placement
• Carrier wheels permit spread right to
the edge of bowling greens

FERRET HT0005
Ideal tool for roughing up small bare areas such as foot
holes on a cricket square where on going repairs are
required throughout the year. The tool incorporates an
offset star wheel to create a tilth. Folding handle
for ease of transportation and storage.

DRAGMATS
Ideal for rubbing in dressings and routine
surface renovation.
Hand Pulled/Towed
Working width:
• 1.35m wide x 1.2m
• 1.8m wide x 1.2m
• 2.7m wide x 1.2m
Product code:
1.35 X 1.2 HT0006
1.8 X 1.2 HT0007
2.7 X 1.2 HT0008

COMBIRAKE HT0009

DRAGBRUSH HT0010

Simple to use combined rake and brush for
use on small turf areas. Downward
pressure is applied by gentle pressure on
the handles. Folding handle for ease of
transportation and storage.

Heavy duty dragbrush for brushing in top dressing, removal of dew and for
brushing and levelling hard porous areas. Ideal for standing up the pile,
moving infill and presentation
Working width: 1800mm
(1.8m/72") 2400mm (2.4m/96")

Working width: 690mm (28") rake
910mm (36") brush
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GROUNDCARE SERVICES
Full Autumnal Renovations and Ongoing
Maintenance for cricket squares
and pitches
At Perfect Pitches we understand that many
sports clubs rely on volunteer groundsman, who
cannot find enough daylight hours over winter to
give their pitches the time and attention they
need. We can agree a programme of routine
visits with you over the winter to maintain your
pitches and keep them in excellent shape for the
start of the next season
We would recommend the following
autumnal works including:
• Scarifiying
• Overseeding
• Topdressing
• Application of fertiliser
• Fungicide

Keith Exton
From agriculture, haulage, to multi-sports environments, First Class County
Cricket and Test Matches complete any cricket grounds man's career.
Using 45 years of experiencing the highs and lows of this multi-millionpound industry to now being very much involved and using those
experiences to form his own business, Perfect Pitches (UK) Ltd.
Now in it's second year, Perfect Pitches (UK) Ltd covers all sports
maintenance, renovation, aeration and innovations.
Keith is still working with all levels of the sporting industry and best of
all still enjoying it more than ever.

PITCH AERATION

NEW PITCH INSTALLATIONS

Keith Exton has over 20
years’ experience of deep
aeration of cricket pitches.
Three years ago, the
England and Wales
Cricket Board
commissioned a study,
which confirmed that one
deep spiking of your pitch
each year, at the right
time, saves both time and
materials throughout the
rest of the winter and
following season.

If your club is installing a new pitch,
we can offer you a full service from
the initial consultation through to
installation and ongoing
maintenance as the pitch settles and
matures. Through our consultancy
service, we can visit you at the
earliest stages of planning to assess
your site and produce a detailed
report for the installation of the
pitch, outfield and drainage
services, tailored to suit your budget
and timescales. Taking excellent
care of your new pitch during its first
three years will have a real impact
on its long term performance and
viability, and Perfect Pitches (UK)
Limited have the knowledge and
experience to work alongside you to
achieve the best outcome long-term
for your Club.

Perfect Pitches uses the
Wiedenmann XF
Terraspiker, which is one
of the most advanced
spikers available.
Contact us to discuss
your club’s needs.
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COACHING CRAZY CATCH
CRAZY CATCH UPSTART CLASSIC
The Crazy Catch Upstart Classic is an amazing reaction net for cricket practice. It is a double sided
rebound net with both a sane (consistent rebound bounce) and an insane (random rebound bounce)
side. This net is great to test your reaction and catching skills, it will also aid your wicket keeping
technique as a cricketer. Its effectiveness has been proven in the likes of the England Cricket team and
The Andrew Flintoff Cricket Academy.

UPSTART CLASSIC CC0001
Size: 740mm (w) x 740mm (h)
• Crazy Catch level 2 vision ball
• Crazy Catch timer
• Activity pack with scorecard

This essential piece of training kit has many different handy features. Not only does it have the two
sided rebound net for different reactions but it is also made with patented net technology making it
strong and durable. It has rubber feet making it ideal for both indoor and outdoor use, so you can
practice come rain or shine; it is also handily lightweight and portable so you can take it anywhere.

• Throwing targets

It is great fun for all ages and abilities as you can adjust the angled frame height of the ball return.

WILD CHILD CLASSIC CC0002

CRAZY CATCH WILD CHILD CLASSIC
The Crazy Catch Wild Child Classic is used as a training aid to help improve the cricket skills of
players of all ages and abilities. This net is fun and as just as the name suggests, wild! The two sided
netting have different reactions. One side is called the sane side, it has a regulated reaction to
improve players catching speed and throwing accuracy. On the other side it’s called the insane side
which works on players reaction speed as the ball will bounce in unpredictable ways.
This bestselling net can be used both indoors and outdoors; it is easily portable so you can take
training further afield. The Wild Child Classic doesn’t have to just be used for a training purpose; it
can also be used just for fun and games.
CRAZY CATCH PROFESSIONAL CLASSIC
The Crazy Catch Professional Classic is perfect for cricket training in clubs, schools and academies.
Experience the unexpected with the insane side; the ball returns erratically, testing and improving your
reactions as well as your hand eye coordination, whereas the opposite side, the sane side, is more
consistent in the ball reaction, it still tests your reaction speed. The Crazy Catch Professional classic is
used by the England Cricket team in practice, so it must be working.
CRAZY CATCH FREESTYLE
Small and compact the Freestyle has a lot to offer. The hand held rebound training net offers a great
range of activities. With both a sane and insane side you can choose either a steady bounce reaction
or an unpredictable one depending on you skill level. Whether you are a professional player or just
starting out in a sport, this rebound net can be enjoyed by everyone.

• Carry bag

Size: 930mm (w) x 930mm (h)
• Crazy Catch level 2 vision ball
• Crazy Catch timer
• Activity pack with scorecard
• Throwing targets
• Carry bag

PROFESSIONAL CLASSIC CC0003
Size: 1480mm (w) x 910mm (h)
• Crazy Catch level 2 vision ball
• Crazy Catch timer
• Activity pack with scorecard
• Throwing targets

FREESTYLE CC0004
Size 520mm (w) x 520mm (h)

520mm (w) x 520mm (h).
All Crazy Catch products are in stock and ready for immediate dispatch.

COACHING BAGS
JUNIOR COACHING BAG CC0006

SENIOR COACHING BAG CC0007

1 x Mesh Ball Bag

1 x Midi Bag

1 x Plastic Bat & Ball Set

1 x Baseball Mitt

5 x Batting Tees

1 x Mesh Ball Bag

6 x Snr Aero Balls – Club Red

1 x Target Stump

2 x Flexi -Stumps Set

2 x Flexi -Stumps Set

6 x Jnr QT Balls

5 x Batting Tees

6 x Tennis Balls

6 x Snr QT Balls

1 x Midi Bag

6 x Snr Aero Balls – Club Red
6 x Snr Aero Balls – Match weight
6 x Heavy Tennis Balls
6 x Snr Net Practice Balls
6 x Snr Heavy QT Balls
6 x Tennis Balls
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NON-TURF SURFACES
Geo Cricket Systems
Geo Cricket Systems design and install non turf cricket pitch systems using a range of surfaces over the top of our Geo Layers performance base. The
unique characteristics create a realistic and safe environment for players to develop their skills.
Individual needs can be easily incorporated and design flexibility allows for most requirements to be catered for. Whether you require refurbishment to an
existing area, a match pitch or multi bay system, our free on site consultation will ensure the needs of your club are school are met with the highest standards.

GEO CRICKET PRACTICE AREAS
Geo Cricket Systems range of non-turf cricket practice area’s can provide a
system to meet all space and budgetary limitations.
The Geo System’s non turf cricket pitch is a combination of aggregate
courses,recycled under pad and either a our Wilton Woven Geo-layer 1 or
Practice Layer playing surface, as well as this we can supply a range of
bespoke systems to cater for every clubs needs. Some options that we can
provide on top of our standard specification are:
• Heavy duty 3mm netting
• Batting curtains
• Winch and wire netting systems
• Anti vermin skirts to the bottom of the net
Product code: NTS001

• A full range of security fencing

GEO CRICKET MATCH PITCHES
Geo Cricket Systems supplies a range of match pitches which consist of a
recycled under pad and either our Wilton Woven Geo-layer 1 or Practice Layer
playing surface over our Geo layers performance base. The standard size of a
Match Pitch is 30m x 2.74m although other lengths can installed on request.

Product code: NTS002

NON TURF REFURBISHMENT
Geo Cricket Systems supplies a comprehensive range of Non Turf refurbishement services. We can carry out the work using a range of materials to
suit every clubs budget and needs. Please contact us today to arrange a site
visit to discuss your project in more detail, we can provide advice on the
current state of the area as well as options on how to improve the performance
and safety. Some of the services we can provide are.
• Re-surfacing
• The installation of surround surfaces
• The extension of an existing area area
• A new netting system
• A range of security fencing
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INSTALLATIONS
GeoCricket Systems – The technical stuff
The Geo System’s non turf cricket pitch is a combination of aggregate courses,
woven Geo textile, Drainage Geo Composite, recycled under pad and either a
Wilton Woven or Needle punch playing surface.
Some information on each element can be found below:
A professional standard, high quality woven cricket wicket with cross linked
backing to provide extra strength and reduce damage caused by general wear
and tear during play.
• Recycled Geolayer Under Pad 6mm
Impact absorbing cricket underlay constructed from bre bonded needle
punch and is made from 100% mixed blend polyester waste.
• Performance Aggregate Geolayer 50mm
• 6mm to dust granite shavings.
• Re-enforcing Woven Geo
• Textile Geolayer 2mm
Geofabrics reinforcing woven geo textile provides reinforcement to the subgrade to prevent excessive deformation of the surface with overlying load.
• Base Aggregate Geolayer 50mm
10mm Angular granite or carboniferous limestone.

ROLL DOWN SURFACE
We supply an outdoor GeoRoll down surface that is highly durable and can be
taken up in the winter.
UV stabilized needle punch surface for both indoor and outdoor use.
Heavy non slip polymer backing.
Available in m lengths 2m wide.

PERMANENT OUTDOOR SURFACES
We supply 3 outdoor surfaces that can be used on both a concrete and
aggregate base.

GEOWEAVE OUTDOOR SURFACE
100% UVS Fibrillated Polypropylene
8mm pile height.
High quality woven cricket wicket.
Available in m lengths 2.74m widths.

GEOPRACTISE NEEDLE PUNCH CRICKET SURFACE
UV Stabilised Polypropylene
8mm loop pile height.
Available in m lengths and 2m, 2.74m or 4m widths.

GEO UNDER PADS AND SURROUND CARPET
We supply both an underpad and surround carpet to complement our outdoor
surface range.

GEOPAD
100% Polyester.
Flat fully cross linked resin bonded needle punch.
4mm thickness.
Available in 2.5m widths.

GEOSURROUND CARPET
Available in 4m,2m and 2.74m widths.

GRANT FUNDING
Helping to cover the costs of your ground equipment
Geocricket-4-grantsWe can develop grant applications on your behalf,
making it quick and easy for you to apply. Whether you apply for a grant
of £500 or £5m we maybe able to help you.
Many clubs, school and organisations are great at delivering sport or
community activities but would bene t from support on grant funding. We
have a clear and ambitious vision to expand community grant funding
signicantly to help transform the lives of local communities. We will work
with you and apply our extensive knowledge and expertise mixed with your
vision, to help your club, school/college or organisation attain funding.
There is a cost involved with organising the funding but we operate on a
no win, no fee basis.

Contact Geo Cricket Systems to find out more
email enquiries@geocricketsystems.co.uk
or call 01572 757300
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PERMANENT CRICKET SURFACES
We supply and install 3 types of indoor cricket surface woven or needle punch.
All can be installed on to a concrete base incorporating an under pad if required.

INDOOR SURFACES
Our cricket surfaces are supplied where possible to conform to ECB standards as outlined in document TS3 Sports halls with cricket provision and TS2
Cricket Specific Indoor Centres

PIGGY BACK TROLLEY ISN004

GEOROLLDOWN 10M ISN001, 12M ISN002

• Split double trolley for easy manouvre of carpet
• Double mat trolley

Green needle punch heavyweight PVC backed surface for both indoors and
outdoor use.

• Splits in 2 for ease of use

• Weighs 4.6kg per SQM, 10m x 2m = 92kgs.

• Complete with lifting pole

• 10m length 510mm diameter.

• Carries 2 mats

• Available in m lengths 2m wide.

• 4 Swivel castors

GEOWEAVE ISN005
• 12mm pile height.
• Available in Green.
• Advise on layout and floor preparation available.
• Priced by quotation full installation service available.

GEOPRACTICE ISN006
• 6mm pile height.
• Available in blue or green.
Product code: ISN004

• Advise on layout and floor preparation is available.
• Priced by quotation full installation service available.

GEO UNDER PADS AND SURROUND CARPET
We supply both an underpad and surround carpet to complement our outdoor
surface range.
GEOPAD ISN007
• 100% Polyester.
• Flat fully cross linked resin bonded needle punch.
• 4mm thickness.
• Available in 2.5m widths.
GEOSURROUND CARPET ISN008
Available in 4m,2m and 2.74m widths.
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TARAFLEX FLOORING
Taraflex® Sport M Comfort - Cricket Flooring
Gerflor’s Taraflex® Sport M Comfort flooring meets the EN 14904
Standard for indoor sports surfaces and has satisfied an assessment of
Indoor cricket flooring in accordance with ECB Performance Standard for
indoor cricket surfaces TS3
Taraflex® is recognised for providing durability, safety and comfort without
impairing performance. The range offers greater than 45% force reduction,
making it unrivalled in the marketplace in terms of offering comfort for users.
Their expertise and experience is reflected in their wide and quality sports
floor ranges. They work on innovation and offer products that fit numerous
sports usages amongst a large number of colours. While maintaining the
technical performance and the design aspect of their products, they ecodesign their ranges with the environment in mind as well as the health and
well being of their users.
The Taraflex® name is well renowned in the industry and has been the
no.1 solution for over 60 years. It has been selected for 10 Olympic
Games and chosen by leading sports events organisers and national
governing bodies. They put their faith in Taraflex® sports flooring because
it offers the highest levels of performance, comfort and safety.
For Protection
• Protection is the property of the floor that brings immediate comfort to all
users when falling, diving or sliding on the floor.
• Protection completes the shock absorption data to characterise a sports floor.
For Safety
• Safety is the property of the floor that helps to reduce long term injury
risks. Force reduction of a sports floor will participate to the shock
absorption by minimising the force at the impact of the body.
• The higher the shock absorption the lower the long term injury risks.
For Life
• Taraflex technology ensures a long lasting high performance of the
products for the LIFETIME OF THE FLOORS.
• Gerflor commits to the level of shock absorption of the Taraflex sports
flooring range after 10 years of use of the products.
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INDOOR CRICKET NETS

Product code: ICN000

Our indoor cricket nets are supplied where possible to conform to ECB standards as outlined in document TS3 Sports Halls with cricket provision and TS2
Cricket Specific Indoor Centres.

EXTRAS AVAILABLE
• Weighted bottom edge allows cricket nets to “sit” properly and avoid billowing.
• Lanyard cords as standard to guard against “misshaping” of nets.
• 28z cricket netting at the batsmans end.
• Flame retardant sight screens treated to BS 5867 part 2 type B.
• Can be suspended on wires to save costs.

RETRACTABLE INDOOR CRICKET NETS
Having a retractable indoor cricket net is handy if the space being used for
cricket practice needs to be utilised for a different sporting activity. These nets
can be safely retracted back and kept out of the way when not in use,
convenient for schools and college halls.
Single, double, triple and quad bays are available with both a sewn in roof net
or fixed roof net with independently retractable wing nets as above at
Hampshire CCC.

AS STANDARD
• Heavy weight 16z cricket netting supplied in white 50mm mesh.
• Aluminium track way 4M in length, to allow spanning of roof trusses.
• Various support brackets.
• Self lubricating trolleys.
• Additional hardware as required.
• Batsman’s end sight screens.

BOWLERS END PROTECTION NET
Bowlers End Protection Nets; these are great protection if the bowler or fielder
fails to catch or stop a ball. It will make sure no surrounding areas are
damaged; it also protects anyone who is standing close by if a ball
unexpectedly goes in a different direction.
Installed at the bowlers end to act as a sight screen and avoid damage from
the ball being hit back past the bowler.
Heavy weight 16oz netting supplied in white 50mm mesh.
Aluminium trackway 4m in length, to allow spanning of roof trusses.
• Various support brackets.
• Self lubricating trolleys.
• Additional hardware as required.
• 3m sight screen at the bottom of the cricket net as standard.

• Annual cricket nets service agreement available.

FIXED ROOF/PROTECTION NETTING
TENSIONED CAGE
Tensioned cage used for indoor cricket. Independent wing nets can be
incorporated within the cage to allow cricket games and cricket net practice.
We can supply the full package of the tensioned net, surface and cut in line
marking’s.
If you need a harder and more permanent form of cricket netting a tensioned
cage is great for indoor use. The independent wing nets can be incorporated
within the cage to allow cricket games and cricket net practice.
A great feature that tensioned cages have is they allow a player within to catch
the ball once the ball is rebound of the netting which even though it wouldn’t
happen during an outdoor game, it’s great for engagement and testing reflexes.
We can supply the full package of the tensioned net, surface and cut in line
markings.
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We supply and fit fixed roof protection netting. Fixed roof netting is great for
clubs and schools as they can be used on top of a tensioned cage or as part of
an independently retractable cricket netting system. Protection netting can be
installed to any size or shape to avoid dangerous ball travel.
• Heavy weight 16oz cricket netting supplied in white 50mm mesh.
• Secured in sections for ease of maintenance, allowing regular servicing of
light’s etc.
• Complete with all necessary fixing brackets, hardware and ties.

REPLACEMENT - INDOOR NETTING
• Supplied and fitted nationwide, measuring service available.

• Various sizes available.

• Indoor cricket netting supplied from stock.

• 50mm diamond mesh.

• Replacement sight screens available from stock.

• Sprung tensioned cage.

• Netting can be fitted to existing track way.

• Available in green, black or white.

• Replacement track and brackets available.

SPARE PARTS
REPLACEMENT COVER TOPS

Product code: 7.31m MDC001, 8m MDC002

REPLACEMENT FIXED WHEEL

Product code: MDC014

REPLACEMENT BUNGEE 100M

Product code: MDC026

VERTICAL TUBE 710MM

Product code: MDC018

ARCH WITH 2 SWAGED ENDS

Product code: MDC021

UPRIGHT CLAMP

Product code: MDC022

TRICOFLEX HOSE 3/4INCH 25M

Product code: MDC012

REPLACEMENT SWIVEL WHEEL

Product code: MDC015

PACK OF 10 BUNGEE RETAINING CLIPS

Product code: MDC016

LONG RIDGE POLE

Product code: MDC019

SIGHT SCREEN LATTES (BLACK AND WHITE)

Product code: 5x White SS0008, Black SS0009

2 WAY CLAMP

Product code: MDC023

01572 822013
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REPLACEMENT HOSE TAIL CONNECTORS

Product code: MDC013

SIGHT SCREEN WHEEL

Product code: SS0010

FLAT TUBE

Product code: MDC017

ARCH WITH 1 SWAGED END

Product code: MDC020

REPLACEMENT NET FOR MOBILE CAGES

Product code: 7.12m MC0003, 10.62m MC0004

2 WAY OFFSET CLAMP

Product code: MDC024
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